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Office of Equal Opportunity

I am a sincere believer that the most powerful organizations 
are made up of a diverse force in which every Airmen is 
included, trusted and empowered to contribute their unique 
talents and perspectives to the team. I am committed to 
supporting and actively promoting diversity, equity, 
inclusion and accessibility principles. We are all responsible 
for ensuring a workplace culture in which everyone is treated 
with dignity and respect. I expect leaders in the Mighty 88th 
to create a climate and culture where members feel like 
a part of something bigger than just a member of a work 
center. Dignity, respect and inclusion are the bare minimum 
standards that will be upheld in this Wing. I genuinely hope 
we can rise far above that standard to create a culture and 
climate where members of our organization feel like a family 
where people care about each other, invest in each other, 
and serve each other every day. I expect commanders, 
directors, and senior enlisted leaders at all organizational 
levels to make sure this happens. It is our duty to drive the 
climate and culture for the entire installation.

I am committed to equal employment opportunity (EO) for 
all employees and applicants, regardless of their race, 
religion, color, sex (including pregnancy, gender identity and 
sexual orientation), national origin, age, genetic information or 
disability. You are all part of my Air Force family.

All employees will have equal opportunity and the freedom 
to compete on a fair and level playing field.

Equal employment opportunity covers all personnel 
employment programs, management practices and 
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decisions, including (but not limited to) recruitment, hiring, 
merit promotions, transfers, reassignments, training, career 
development, benefits and separation.

Workplace harassment will not be tolerated, and we will 
take action to correct the harassing conduct before it 
becomes severe or pervasive.

I will not tolerate reprisal against anyone who engages in 
protected activities such as participating in the EO process 
or disclosing possible EO violations. All employees are urged 
to exercise their civil rights under appropriate statutes.

I expect commanders, directors, and senior enlisted 
leaders at all organizational levels to create a workplace 
free of unlawful discrimination and harassment. Any act 
of discrimination (to include bullying, hazing or sexual 
harassment) is detrimental to productivity, morale, 
cohesion and readiness, and such behavior will not be 
tolerated. Commanders, directors, senior enlisted leaders 
at all organizational levels will publicize this policy through 
commander’s calls, briefings, training and properly displaying 
all required DEIA postings prominently in the workplace.

We are the Mighty 88th…one team, one family — 
people driven, mission-focused!
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